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In Canada, we are just now finishing
up our winter and spring drilling and
once again moving out on the ground to
start this summer's field work, including
geochemical surveys of various kinds. Of
much interest to many explorationists
these days are a number of the recently
developed selective extraction techniques
such as "Enzyme Leach" and "MMI"
(Mobile Metal Ion) as well as a number of
older selective extraction techniques such
Bill Coker
as sodium pyrophosphate and hydroxylamine hydrochloride. Also, the increased use of ICP-MS by
geochemical laboratories now allows detection of many
metals at much lower levels, ppb and ppt, than was historically possible.
It was during the 1970's that partial and/or selective
extraction techniques were last heavily used in exploration.
Interest, while still present, dropped off through the late
1970's and early 1980's, but was then rekindled in the late
1980's to early 1990's when scientists from the USSR introduced CHIM, MPF, and TMGM methods to the Western
world. This prompted various organizations and individuals
around the world into thinking about the possible mechanisms of metal transport to,and fixation within, surficial
materials. Of particular interest was the potential of these
selective extraction techniques to "see through" thick sequences of deeply weathered residual or transported exotic
overburden covers to provide a tool which would allow the
prioritization of geophysical targets in the search for "blind"
mineralization. There are a number of articles in the recent
literature describing the successful application of various
selective extraction techniques in the discovery of "blind"
mineralization. In most cases, the anomalous patterns from
these selective extraction techniques tend to be very distinct,
having generally high contrasts, but quite narrow, usually
one to three closely spaced sample points.
From what I have seen, these techniques have the
potential to offer a major breakthrough, on a world wide
basis, in the successful use of geochemistry in the search for
deeply buried mineralization. I applaud the initiative of the
individuals and laboratories that have successfully developed
and sold these techniques to the exploration industry. But, as
with any geochemical method, caution must be taken. It is
important to understand what form of the metal any particular selective extraction is going after. Care must be taken to
collect the proper sample medium. Also, while ICP-MS
allows us to detect much lower concentrations of many
metals, one must be more aware of possible contamination
and also that there is still work to be done to resolve matrix
and/or instrumentation problems in the selective extraction
Continued on Page 3
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The birth of the USGS Geochemical
Prospecting Unit
by Herb Hawkes
July 1996 marks the 50th anniversary of the Geochemical
Prospecting Unit of the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). [The
Geochemical Prospecting Unit took on many other names
over the next 50 years, including Branch of Exploration and
Branch of Geochemistry, and in 1996 lost its name as a
distinct entity. Eds.] This was the beginning of the Survey's
involvement in exploration geochemistry, and was, in fact,
the first concerted effort by any organization outside the
Soviet Union to develop the idea of using trace elements as an
aid in mineral exploration.
Of the small group of starry-eyed enthusiasts who took part
in these early beginnings, I am one of only two survivors.
Lyman Huff, Bert Lakin, and Pete Sokoloff are no longer with
us. Since there is nobody else who remembers the dramatic
events that took place during the first month or two, I guess I
am sort of automatically delegated to tell about it.
Perhaps it is a bit excessive to say that the situation in
July, 1946, was dramatic, but at the time it seemed that way.
Three of us, Helen Canon, Lyman Huff, and I were thrown
together with the common idea that maybe trace elements
could be used as a guide in prospecting for ore deposits.
Helen was a geobotanist, Lyman a hydrologist, and I was an
ore-deposits type. We had just been told that we had $125,000
to spend in one year on trying to develop our ideas—that was
equal to more than a million in today's dollars. That was
great, but we had no space allotted for the project, no laboratory, and no access to analytical services. None of us had
more than a smattering of chemistry in our backgrounds.
Furthermore, the chemists of the Survey were of no help at
all. This whole thing was not their idea, and they wanted no
part of it.
Continued on Page 3
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Information for Contributors to EXPLORE
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Sherman Marsh and Tom Nash

Of particular interest in this issue is the short article by
Herb Hawkes on the start of exploration geochemistry in the
U.S. Geological Survey. When we received this article we
were reminded of the wealth of anecdotal material that must
exist concerning the early days of exploration geochemistry
and the Association, We would be extremely interested in
additional articles, especially from those of you who remember first hand the beginnings of our discipline and the
Association- Alan Coope touched on this in his address at
Townsville, Australia last year and we know there must be
others who have recollections of the "early days".
We also would like to draw your attention to a new
member service. We now have a web site and would encourage those of you with internet access to visit it. The address
is:
http:/ / aeg.org/aeg/ aeghome.html
A major vote of thanks goes to Eric Grunsky for constructing
the web site for us and putting in all the information. There
are links to information on the 18lh IGES in Jerusalem and the
4lh ISEG in Vail, Colorado as well as general information
about the Association. Please visit our home page and let us
know what you think. We would appreciate suggestions for
additional items and any changes or corrections you might
have.
EXPLORE is always looking for articles, either as
Technical Notes or as items of general interest. We can
generally print your article in the next issue or certainly the
one after that. So, please send us your contributions, they're
what make EXPLORE one of the most highly regarded
newsletters around.
Sherm and Tom
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President's Message
continued from page 1

analyses of geological materials. Too often in geochemistry
there has been a tendency for explorationists to want to
"Black Box" geochemistry—just throw any material in a bag
and send it to the laboratory. A technique becomes accepted
as a universal panacea, is misapplied, then loses favor and
disappears. Once again geochemistry rises in use only to
tumble to depths. We all have seen this cycle before. 1 would
not like to see this happen here. If these techniques are going
to provide a real breakthrough, there needs to be an ongoing
dialogue between the geologist/geochemists using these
techniques in the field with the developers and laboratories
providing these selective extraction methodologies. Furthermore, we must work towards understanding the processes of
metal transport through thick covers over mineralization as
well as the processes of metal fixation on near-surface
surficial materials. Enough said! Please keep the dialogue
g
On another front, as time is fast approaching for the 18 tn
IGES, I would urge all AEG members to take particular note
of the announcement about the 18"1 IGES in Jerusalem, Israel,
May 25-27, 1997 that appeared in EXPLORE 91. If you have
any interest in attending, please take the time to contact the
organizers to let them know your plans—as an attendee or as
a presenter of a talk or poster or as a participant on a field
trip.
My review of the By-laws of the AEG is progressing
somewhat slower than I would like but is still underway. As I
stated previously, anyone who has any suggestions or
concerns regarding the By-laws is welcome to express such to
me, or to any member of the Executive or Council. And, as I
have stated before, please feel free to contact me or any
member of the Executive or the Council on any matter to do
with the AEG: we definitely seek your input and participation in your AEG.

deposit might leave a pattern of trace metals in either residual
or glacial soils that could be used as a guide in prospecting.
Anyway, when the War ended in 1945 and all the
suggestions were gathered together, the similarities in our
three ideas were pretty obvious. I was asked to write up a
project proposal with an itemized budget for Fiscal 1947.
How much? Well, this was such a crazy idea that nobody
would probably take it very seriously, but if we asked for a
lot of money, the old Budget Bureau might not cut out the
item entirely. So, how about $125,000. And that was how it
was set up.
After I wrote up our proposal, we all scattered to our
various non-geochemical activities and awaited developments.
The announcement came in June, 1946. The Budget
Bureau had approved the full amount of what we had
"requested." In fact it was the only item in the entire Survey
budget that was not cut at all. Panic set in. Nobody had a
clue as to what to do with a project that had no traditional
classification within the Survey structure. And who was
going to run it? None of us had any experience, interest, or
talent for the kind of administrative work needed to get such
a thing started.
Anyway, they called the three of us together: Lyman from
a ground-water project in Wisconsin, Helen from off in the
boondocks somewhere, and me from Alaska. What to do
now?
We couldn't have survived without the wholehearted
collaboration and assistance from many other Survey
Continued on Page 4

William B. Coker
BHP Minerals Canada Ltd.
33 Yonge Street, Suite 610
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5F, 1G4
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50 Years Ago...
Continued from Page 1

So there we were, three crazy nuts with nothing but a lot
of half-baked ideas, and a lot of money.
How did we get into such a situation? For that we need
to go back about two years to the latter part of WWII, when
Bill Bradley, Chief Geologist of the Survey, circulated a memo
to everybody to say that they could see the end of the War,
and that management would like to have people submit ideas
for possible post-war research projects. Each of us, Helen,
Lyman, and I sent in our ideas. Helen's was that vegetation
growing on soils that were poisoned with heavy metals might
indicate the presence of metal-bearing deposits buried
beneath the surface. Lyman's suggestion was that ground
water circulating through a buried metalliferous deposit
might dissolve traces of the metals that could be detected in
spring or surface water down drainage from the deposit. My
big idea was that weathering and erosion of the outcrop of a

For over 30 years, North American Exploration has been the first step in successful mineral exploration. The dependability of our staff and their collection methods allows you to base your decisions on rock solid data. To find
out more about the services provided by North American Exploration, write:
North American Exploration, Inc., Dept. A03,472 N. Main St., Kaysville, Utah
84037-1173, or call (801) 546-6453. Or contact our Reno office at: 1315
Greg Street, Suite 107, Sparks NV 89431, or call: (702) 3534732.
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50 Years Ago . . .
Continued from Page 3

geologists. Through the Washington grapevine, it was
learned that a project at the Bureau of Plant Industry in
Beltsville, Maryland involving minor-element nutrition in
crops was being terminated and that they had a wellequipped laboratory and staff for trace-element analysis. And
they would be delighted to collaborate with us. That really
saved the day. Bert Lalcin was in charge of that lab, and his
tremendous contribution to the art of exploration geochemistry started when we joined forces with his lab.
What about field projects? Perhaps it was silly, but we all
felt that we were on such tenuous ground that we needed
some really spectacular demonstrations of the effectiveness of
our screwball chemical prospecting methods if we were to
continue to get appropriations for future years. So off we
went into the field, for three frenetic research projects.
Helen's project was at a truck-farming tract in western New
York where crops were being poisoned by zinc of unknown
origin. She demonstrated very neatly that the zinc came from
zinc mineralization in the underlying Lockport Dolomite.
Lyman had been experimenting with the miracle coiorimetric
reagent dithizone, and had developed a field method for
determining zinc in water. With his field kit, he was able to
show the distribution of zinc in surface and ground water in
the southeastern Wisconsin lead-zinc district. My own effort
was to see if there was more zinc in the ground moraine
south of the Edwards-Balmat zinc district in the northern
Adirondacks than there was in the moraine north of the
deposit. Luckily it turned out that there was! So we felt
redeemed, justified, our dreams confirmed, our ideas no
longer completely crazy.
From then on, things proceeded in a more orderly way.
We never again had the strange empty feeling of facing a
huge array of very practical problems armed with nothing
but some raw ideas and a conviction that we were basically
right about what we were doing, but had not been able to
convince anyone else of it.
Herb Hawkes
Kendall at Hanover
80 Lyme Road, Apt. 1006
Hanover, NH 03755-1229
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The gold collector system described by Garnett and
Butler (EXPLORE 91, p. 16) is really a gold recovery system
akin to that used industrially and called carbon-in-teach (C1L)
cyanidation. This technique has merits when trying to
establish recovery of gold from large heterogeneous field
samples using cyanide. Examples using several techniues,
including CIL, with Alaskan ores were presented in 1987
(Treatment of Alaskan Refractory Gold Ores, by W.R.
McDonald, J.L. Johnson, and R.G. Sandberg,, Northwest
Mining Association, Dec. 3-5,1987) In this presentation it was
demonstrated that proper gold extraction with cyanide needs
first: freeing the gold from lock-up ores or encapsulation by
fine grinding; second, removal of cyanicides, also called preg
robs; and third, adequate oxygen source. Recently, I also
studied the preg robs for gold cyanidation in more detail (E.L.'

Kothny, 1994, Loss of Gold from Cyanide Solutions: Int. Calif.
Mining Jour., v. 63, p. 65). Before reaching adefinite conclusion about gold content using CIL, it is important to establish
recovery in the presence of common contaminants. I noticed
that AAS was used after ashing the activated carbon. Commercial charcoal often contains significant amounts of iron,
calcium, and other metals and more of the same are added to
the carbon during cyanidation. Most of these enhancers
severely interfere with quantitation of gold by spectrographic
methods.
Evaldo L. Kothny
Walnut Creek, CA 94598

June 12, 1996

The role of AEG Regional Councilor for Western Australia has been taken over from Russell Birrell by Leigh Bettenay
and Nigel Radford. Leigh is currently Principal Geochemist
for Mount Isa Mines, based in Perth, and Nigel, also Perthbased, is Chief Geochemist for the Normandy Mining Group
of companies. Bearing in mind the time requirements of both
employers and families, it seemed like a good idea that they
share the work and responsibilities of the Regional Councillor
role.
Nigel may be contacted by FAX at (619) 480-3270 or TEL
(619) 480-3232. Leigh can be reached at FAX (619) 321-2866) or
E-mail: 100253.1020@compuserve.com.

Ferruginous Lag Geochemistry: Practical
Aspects and Limitations
by l.D.M. Robertson

INTRODUCTION
Ferruginous lag, a surface veneer of ferruginous
saprolite and/or lateritic nodules and pisoliths, left after
removal of soil fines by wind and water, is common on mafic
and ultramafic rocks on the Archaean Yilgarn Craton of
Western Australia (Anand, 1995). Because it is rich in hematite, goethite and maghemite, which readily adsorb and
incorporate indicator elements, it provides an excellent
geochemical sampling medium for the detection of Au and
base metal ore deposits where it has been shown to give a
broader and stronger geochemical anomaly than equivalent
soil fractions (Carver et al.r 1987).
The geochemistry, and other attributes, of lag-covered
surfaces above the Bottle Creek, Beasley Creek and Lights of
Israel gold deposits (Fig. 1) were studied prior to mining
during CSIRO/AMIRA Projects 240, 241, 240A and 241A. The
study sites provided a range of lag-covered regolith situations. Bottle Creek has a complex terrain with a relatively
complete, though partly obscured, lateritic profile at the Emu
gold deposit, grading to areas stripped to saprolite and
buried beneath sheetflood colluvium-alluvium and fluvial
gravels as at the VB-Boags deposits (Fig. 2a). A
partly-truncated profile at Beasley Creek, complete with a
partly preserved lateritic duricrust and upper saprolite,
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Figure 1. Location map of lag geochemistry orientation sites on the
arid parts of the Yilgarn Craton of Western Austrial shoiuing contours of average annual rainfall (mm) and the Menzies Line.

protrudes through surrounding sheetwash colluviumalluvium {Fig. 2b). Drilling and mining also revealed a
palaeo-channei filled with Permian glacial debris. Most
truncation has occurred at the Lights of Israel gold Deposit,
where the lower saprolite is partly covered by fluvial gravels
and all are mantled by a thin, calcareous soil (Fig. 2c). Beasley Creek lies well to the north of the Menzies Line, Bottle
Creek lies very close to this important environmental dividing line and Lights of Israel is located to its south (Fig. 1).
CLUES FROM EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL
APPEARANCES
The outward appearance of lag gives clues to the nature
of the underlying regolith. Where the lag consists of light
brown to yellow-brown nodules and pisoliths, complete with
cutans, the underlying regolith is probably lateritic duricrust.
Where the lag consists of brown fragments of ferruginous
saprolite, there is probably underlying saprolite. Both these
lag types are monomictic, although they may contain some
quartz fragments, and indicate relict and erosional regimes
respectively. Where the lag is polymictic, containing lithic
fragments from erosional regimes and worn pisoliths from
relict environments, with cutans showing signs of extensive
wear and other fragments such as quartz, the underlying
regolith is probably transported (Anand, 1995), indicating a
depositional regime. Understanding the distribution of these
regimes is critical to sampling strategy.
Examination of internal fabrics of coarse lag fragments at
all three sites has potential for recognition of the underlying
rocks. Although interpretation of lag fabrics is complicated
by saprolitic and pedogenic retexturing of various kinds,
some primary fabrics remain, e.g., pseudomorphs of olivine

.••'jDuricrasl
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Figure 2. Regolith models for the (a) Bottle Creek, (b) Beasley Creek
and (c) Lights of Israel study sites.
Continued on Page 6
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Technical Note
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and pyroxene and relics of chromite in peridotite, relics of
mica pseudomorphing the fabric of phyllite, pseudomorphed
Permian tillite, gossan, various pseudomorphed ore-zone
sulfide fabrics and goethite pseudomorphed saprolitic clay
fabrics (Robertson, 1996).
LAG SAMPLING
Lag sampling is particularly simple. It can be swept
from the surface, using a plastic dustpan and brush. Choice
of the optimum size fraction is important and should be
established by orientation. The sample may be sieved on site.
It is advisable to take several samples from a 5-10 m radius
around the sample site to ensure a site sample that is as
representative as possible. At acceptable sites, the lag is
evenly distributed and there is a wide variety of sizes.
Incipient stream channels should be avoided; here, the lag is
strongly size-sorted and is unlikely to have local relevance.
Both coarse (10-50 mm) and fine (0.5-10 mm) lag are
effective sampling media but, with coarse lag, a representative sample would need to be very large (>>1 kg). Coarse lag
tends to have less lateral dispersion due to its resistance to
aeolian and sheetwash action, and hence targets
mineralisation more accurately. If a representative sample
can be obtained by collecting several kilograms of sample,
which is tedious and may not be possible at all sites, coarse
lag could be used for follow-up work. At Beasley Creek,
spikes of up to 12 ppm Au closely defined the location of the

ore subcrop in the coarse lag; these samples undoubtedly
contained fragments of gossan. Generally, fine lag is to be
preferred as it gives a broader (more dispersed) but less
intense anomaly. In some situations, the relatively coarse,
ferruginous fraction (0.5-10 mm) of the soil may provide a
material equivalent to fine lag. Much depends on what is
available on site; this should be determined by a thorough
orientation survey.
MAGNETIC FRACTION
Some particles of fine lag are, in part, magnetic, due to a
variable content of maghemite, largely generated by heating
from bush fires. Magnetic separation of this material in the
field or laboratory yields a very consistent ferruginous
material which has analytical advantages by providing a
consistent matrix. This practice was assessed to determine
whether there were any exploration advantages in using
complete, magnetic or non-magnetic lag samples.
Petrographic examination of material from Beasley Creek
showed that the magnetic material, which makes up about
20-40% of the lag, consists of dark, glossy, compound granules of hematite, maghemite and goethite. The largely
non-magnetic material also consists of similar, glossy
haematite and goethite granules with additional, red-brown
and yellow-brown granules of haematite- and goethitestained clay, fragments of quartz and calcrete. Close to
mineralisation, a very small (<1%) but geochemically most
important component, consisting of cellular gossan, occurs in
the lag; this is entirely non-magnetic. Petrographic examinaContinued on Page 10

Our lab offers heavy mineral concentration of bulk samples for micron Au, Ptr base
metals, microdiamonds and diamond indicators as well as highest quality Cameca
SX-50 Microprobe, and Scanning Electron Microscope, analysis. We have four
state of the art instruments enabling reliable and timely mineral and polished thin
section analysis. The compositions of all indicator grains are mineralogically
classified in a manner that identifies compositions of P & E garnets, chromites,
olivenes, orthopyroxenes etc. that grow with diamond.

Phone: (604) 860-8525
Fax: (604) 862-9435
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others are sulfide-poor and consequently have particularly
low levels of chalcophile indicator elements.

tion revealed goethite pseudomorphs after sulphides. Gossan
fragments from Bottle Creek were also non-magnetic.
Geochemical analyses of materials from Beasley Creek
showed that, for Au, there is little difference between the
magnetic and the non-magnetic materials. However, for the
important pathfinder elements (As, Sb, Cu, Se, Zn), the
anomaly is contained almost exclusively in the non-magnetic
fraction. The gossanous material contains these elements in
elevated proportion. These elements showed a slightly
improved signal to noise ratio in the non-magnetic samples
compared to the complete lag. As the non-magnetic component made up about 60-80% of the total sample, only a
slightly improved performance would be expected by
analysing it separately. Thus, it seems there is nothing to be
gained and much to lose by using magnetic lag fractions in
geochemical exploration in the Yilgarn.
INFLUENCE OF LANDSCAPE
Lag is an excellent geochemical medium, if used on the
appropriate regolith-landform. It works well on relict and
erosional regimes but is unlikely to represent the underlying
Archaean geology under a depositional regime (Anand,
1995). An area around Bottle Creek, containing concealed,
sulfide-rich gold mineralisation, provided a variety of
regolith-landforms, including relict, erosional and depositional regimes (Fig. 2a), where sampling strategies were
assessed.
Sampling on a 1 km triangular grid was effective in
detecting a large (>300 m) As and a smaller (>150 m) Au
anomaly in areas underlain by lateritic residuum and very
thin colluvium around Emu. These anomalies are truncated
by areas of colluvium- and alluvium- covered plains and
alluvium-filled drainages, despite the presence of the
VB-Boags deposits beneath these areas. Slightly more
detailed sampling on a 0.5 km triangular grid produced very
similar results. Detailed sampling on a 0.1 km pattern or less
was needed to detect very small anomalies that occurred
where the colluvial-alluvial cover was locally particularly
thin (0.1-0.5 m) over VB-Boags (Wills, 1992). Very restricted
Au anomalies were also found in lag at Lights of Israel,
where there has been considerable stripping of the regolith.
Lag geochemistry is effective in relict regimes, particularly where the lateritic duricrust subcrops beneath a thin,
stony soil (Fig. 3). In contrast, its effectiveness is severely
limited in depositional areas, by the thickness of the transported veneer and the ability (or inability) of bioturbation to
bring geochemically anomalous material to the surface. This
is made more difficult where the layer of colluvial-alluvial
sheetflood debris has been silicified. Sporadically, where this
transported veneer is extremely thin, the lag shows a few
indications of mineralisation. Where saprolite is overlain by
narrow channels, filled with fluvial gravels, geochemical
signals are completely prevented from becoming incorporated in the lag.
PATHFINDER ELEMENTS
The success of multi-element lag geochemistry is very
dependent on a useful pathfinder element suite characterising
the primary mineralisation. Some sulfide-rich orebodies are
very rich in pathfinder elements (Beasley Creek (As, Cd, Cu,
Mo, Pb, Sb, W, Zn), Bottle Creek (As, Sb, Pb)); in contrast,

Figure 3. Model for lag geochemical exploration in different regolithlandforms, showing a significant disperson halo in the relict regime
but very limited dispersion in lag only where colluvium is very thin.
Where colluvium is thick or there is a cover of alluvial sediments,
geochemical dispersion is prevented from being recorded in thelag and
subsurface sampling is necessary.

CONCLUSIONS
The results of investigations on ferruginous lag at Bottle
Creek, Beasley Creek and Lights of Israel have the following
important implications for exploration in the Yilgarn of
Western Australia.
• Lag sampling is very effective in areas of relict regimes,
particularly where lateritic duricrust subcrops beneath a
very thin soil. It is also effective where regolith has been
stripped. The scale of a lag sampling pattern needs to be
adjusted to suit the degree of regolith preservation; use
broadly spaced samples (0.5 km) where the regolith profile
is complete or nearly complete and close-spaced sampling
(0.2-0.1 km) where regolith has been significantly stripped.
• The success of lag sampling in areas of colluvial cover is
highly dependent on the cover being very thin and on the
ability of soil turbation processes to bring anomalous
material to the surface; therefore, it is not generally
recommended and should be replaced by drilling or
trenching.
• Fine lag may be swept from the surface or the equivalent
coarse fraction of the soil may be sieved on site, where lag
is not well developed. If coarse lag is used, sufficient
sample needs to be collected to provide a representative
sample; fine lag is preferred, particularly for reconnaissance.
• Multi-element analysis for at least As, Au, Bi, Cd, Cu, Mn,
Pb, Sb, W and Zn of total lag is recommended for gold
search. Use of only a magnetic fraction is not recommended, particularly if any reliance is to be placed on
indicator elements other than Au which may be present in
non-magnetic gossan chips. The total lag sample is
preferred.
• Overall, mapping the distribution of lag types assists
regolith-landform mapping and the planning of sampling
programs. Internal fabric analysis of lag helps in identifyContinued on Page 8
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ing underlying rocks. Geochemical analysis of lag is an
excellent prospecting method on relict and erosionai
landscapes. The need for such non-invasive,
environmentally-conscious techniques is likely to increase.
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BLEG SAMPLING IN GOLD
EXPLORATION: an Australian View
by Nigel Radford

An aspect of everyday geochemistry which seems to be
much used (and abused) in Australia, but seldom rates a
mention overseas is the use of BLEG or BCL in reconnaissance sampling, stream sediments in particular. BLEG stands
for Bulk Leach Extractabie gold, whilst BCL stands for Bulk
Cyanide Leach. Both acronyms refer to the same technique,
although in detail various labs utilize somewhat different
procedures. In essence, a large sample {usually 2 or 5 kg) of
stream sediment or soil is leached in its entirety {actively or
passively) in cold dilute sodium cyanide solution for a period
ranging from one to several days depending on the lab
concerned. The analytical finish varies, some labs using DIBK
and the carbon rod AAS, others using a "sachet" of activated
charcoal or zinc cementation to pre-concentrate the gold, and
others relying on ICP-MS to provide a sensitive finish directly
from the cyanide solution. The detection limits are usually
0.05 or 0.1 ppb Au in the original bulk sample.
This technique is not new. It was first offered commercially in Australia by its developer, Bill Griffin, as far back as
1981, following several years of development. A description
of its application in northeastern Queenland is given in an
appendix to a paper by Woods et al (1991, Jour. Geochemical
Exploration, v. 36, p. 440-441).
Because detection'limits in the range of 0.1 ppb Au or
lower are now quite common in many commercial labs, one
may ask why the additional trouble of collecting and
analysing bulk samples is really necessary. They are, after all,
heavy and awkward to carry out from remote terrain. Well,
let's look at some sampling statistics. In the acronym BLEG, B
is for BULK, but why is a large sample deemed to be essential? Consider the idealised situation of a 10 km2 river
catchment within which there is an exposed 1 million ounce
gold ore body. If the entire catchment is lowered uniformly by
erosion by 1 mm per year, 30,000 tons of sediment is generated. If the million ounce ore body has a 200 m vertical extent,
there will be 150 g of gold per 1 mm, and that 150 g of gold
will be diluted into the 30,000 t of sediment. The concentration therefore in the stream sediment at the 10 km2 sampling
point will be 5 parts per billion (ppb). This is highly idealised,
but it gives an order of magnitude idea of the concentrations
involved.
So if the commercial labs can achieve sub ppb detection
limits, why bother with BLEG? Let's have a look at the
particles of gold released into our 10 km2 river system. Gold
is normally present as flakes, so let's consider a Hake 50 /im
in diameter by 10 ^m thick, which weighs 0.3 ju.g. Typically a
2 kg sample might be collected in the river, so one of our 50 x
10 fim flakes in 2 kg of sample constitutes a grade of 0.15 ppb.
We can see therefore that our stream sediment grading 5
ppb (from the 1 million ounce orebody), will have ONLY 33
gold flakes per 2 kg of sediment. Therefore the bigger the
analytical sub-sample, the better. If we analyse the entire 2 kg
as a BLEG sample, we will, of course, get the right answer,
with all 33 flakes being digested. However, if we use conventional analysis of say a 20 g sub sample, things go wrong. The
20 g sub sample is one hundredth the size of the 2 kg sample.
Therefore we have only a 33 divided by 100 or 33 percent
Continued on Page 9
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probability of getting ONE gold flake in any particular 20 g
sub sample. But even if we DO get one flake into the 20 g sub
sample, it represents a grade of 15 ppb, not 5.0 ppb. We
CANNOT get the right answer from such a small sub sample.
The most likely results are: 2 out of 3 times we get zero gold
and miss the 1 million ounce ore body, and the third time we
get 15 ppb, not the correct value of 5 ppb. This creates highly
erratic data, with true anomalies often being overlooked, and
some true anomalies being over emphasised. If you collect
less than 2 kg of sample, needless to say the statistics get even
worse! Therefore BULK is important. BIG is BEAUTIFUL!!
Bearing in mind the high cost of putting the geologist on
the ground to do a regional sampling programme (a recent
helicopter supported programme in southeast Asia cost an
average of $US 1,200 per sample site), we, as geochemists,
owe it to our employers and their shareholders, to collect the
best sample we can. In the vast majority of cases, we will
have no opportunity to re-visit the sample site. We have to do
it right the first time. To be aware of these sampling statistics,
and still only collect a few hundred grams of - 80 mesh for a
20 or 30 gram assay charge to a 1 ppb Au detection limit, is
just not good enough!!
The table below shows a few deposits, large and small,
where BLEG is known to have played a significant, but not
necessarily exclusive, role in the discovery. This list is, of
necessity, biased by the author's own experiences. Readers
will note, however, that discoveries are restricted to Australia,
SE Asia and the Western Pacific, and to areas where expatriate Australian geologists and mining companies have
operated. Nevertheless, discoveries have been made over a
wide range of climatic and regolith environments. Approximately 30 million ounces of gold resource is indicated by the
deposits in this table. The author would be happy to add
other deposits to the list, and if necessary, even remove some
if their inclusion offends!
The photo below demonstrates the importance some
companies attach to their BLEG sampling campaigns. The
BLEG samples are so valuable that a soldier is assigned to
guard each one individually!!

In today's global exploration
industry, companies demand
unsurpassed service & quality
from a minerals testing
laboratory. We maintain a
network of facilities to service
your exploration programs,
even in the most remote regions
of the world.

BLEG samples
are considered
to valuable by
some companies
that an armed
guard is
assigned to
each!! (Photo
courtesy of
Bruce Kay)
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